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Introduction
The aim of this publication is to promote space as a 
context for learning at both primary and secondary 
level by showcasing the work of the Leading Space 
Education Programme [LSEP] schools in a variety of 
contexts and curriculum areas. Leaders of schools and 
subject areas within them should be able to see that 
schools that have adopted space themes have noticed 
an upturn in motivation of students, an increase in 
uptake of STEM subjects and an enrichment of the 
curriculum involving the community. Space creates 
a buzz, an enthusiasm for learning, an opportunity 
to stretch young minds beyond the comforts of the 
normal experience and a means to link curriculum 
areas and transfer skills from one subject to another. In 
the fourth year of the LSEP, the project schools have 
reported that, on average, approximately 400 students 
in each school have benefited significantly from using 
space based learning activities.

This publication is the second to be produced from 
the LSEP. This is a Science and Technology Facilities 
Council [STFC] funded project that has worked with 30 
schools in England with the aim of enhancing Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics [STEM] 
education in secondary schools and using space to: 
excite; inspire; involve learners; raise aspirations and 
motivation; and raise awareness of the British space 
industry. It is written from a selection of the case 
studies and resources provided by the schools after 
the third and fourth years of the programme.

Why space?
It is a versatile and motivating context for curriculum 
and skills delivery, with great potential for developing 
and enhancing the curriculum in schools. As well as 
being a subject that consistently engages students, 
there are economic and social reasons for the 
emphasis of space in schools. The space industry in 
the UK is a major economic and technological success 
but the skills base needs to grow at all levels if the 
country is to maintain this high-tech component of our 
future economy. There is a huge range of STEM career 
opportunities in this relatively new and burgeoning field.  

Getting started – some tips 
from the LSEP schools
“Start small and gradually get staff and the wider 
community on board.”

“Finding a big ‘hook’ that would grab the students’ 
interest and attention proved to be the key. The Mars 
Curiosity Rover proved an ideal, up-to-the-minute 
theme. It also linked to other fascinations, such as life 
on other planets and humans colonising other worlds – 
topics that even the most uninterested and disaffected 
students seem to light up with.”

“Collect data before and after intervention to measure 
impact. This is great for the school self evaluation and 
to convince staff that the effort is worthwhile.”

“…students were asked to sign a contract stating that 
they would ensure that their attendance to The Space 
Academy would not drop below 92%. If it didn’t they 
would be eligible for the missions.”

“Plan your event well in advance and don’t be afraid 
to contact local astronomical societies and universities 
to secure visiting speakers. Many will do this for free 
or for a contribution towards travel expenses. 
If planning an astronomy event, always have a 
contingency plan for bad weather. This could be a talk, 
a workshop or an exhibition. List your event on the 
BBC Things to Do website if it is open to the public.” 

www.bbc.co.uk/thingstodo
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Space as a context for science

A Year 8 scheme of work –
Shoeburyness High School

Over the four years of the LSEP, Shoeburyness High 
School has developed its Year 8 science scheme 
of work from scratch, using space as a context for 
engaging and enthusing students in science lessons. 
The modules are summarised below:

• Module 1 - The Universe, is an expanded space 
module for ages 11-14 [KS3], with topics including 
the solar system, stars and galaxies, and the wider 
universe.

• Module 2 - Human Survival, is taught by 
considering the challenges for humans crossing 
the galaxy to find a new Earth. Topics covered 
include cells, reproduction, inheritance and health 
and disease.

• Module 3 - Materials for Space, looks at the 
chemistry of materials needed to construct 
spacecraft, covering topics such as the physical 
properties of metals and non-metals and the 
reactions of metals.

• Module 4 - Space Travel, considers the challenges 
presented by space travel through study of force & 
motion and light & sound for communication.

• Module 5 - Planetary Chemistry, is taught through 
a tour of the solar system, with each lesson using 
a new planet or moon as a context. Topics include 
elements and compounds, reactivity of metals, and 
application of chemistry.

• Module 6 - Astrobiology, looks at the science 
of life on other planets – both extra-terrestrial 
(adaptation, evolution, food chains) and human 
colonists (respiration, photosynthesis).

• Module 7 - Reach for the Stars, taught at the end 
of the year, encourages students to consider their 
future and the importance of science and STEM 
skills in a range of careers. The breadth of the 
space industry in the UK is a major focus.

All Year 8 students (280 each year for three years) have 
benefited from the Space Academy course, and this 
will continue into the future. The level of motivation and 
student attitudes have been raised (evidenced by the 
MA research project of a member of staff). Students’ 
attainment has increased year on year (evidenced 
by increased end of KS3 levels). More students have 
taken part in science-related extra-curricular activities 
as a direct result of extending the space theme.

Shoeburyness High School’s materials can be 
downloaded for free from: https://sites.google.com/
site/shoeburynessspaceacademy/resources/year-
8-space-academy-course-1

Biology example – 
Ralph Allen School
Finding a hook that would grab the students’ interest 
and attention proved to be the key. The Mars Curiosity 
Rover proved an ideal, up-to-the-minute theme that 
also linked in to other fascinations such as life on 
other planets and humans colonising other worlds – 
topics that even the most uninterested and disaffected 
students seem to light up with. In the autumn term 
they learned about body systems, health and nutrition, 
using the idea of where space exploration may take 
us as the theme. The plan was to use a project-based 
learning approach, including open-ended tasks to 
motivate students to consolidate and extend their 
learning to individual targets.  

The students produced diet and lifestyle advice for 
the first explorers to Mars and looked at the issues in 
travelling so far. Higher achievers also considered what 
a habitat module could look like and this was all linked 
to the learning about how our body systems work and 
what we need to function and survive. 

The Mission Website proved a good source of both 
information and cool animations, enabling the students 
to see what this project was about. They then were 
motivated to learn using this context.

Mission Website: http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/

https://sites.google.com/site/shoeburynessspaceacademy/resources/year-8-space-academy-course-1
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Biology example –
High Tunstall College
As part of a multi-activity day, students discussed 
ozone depletion, the need for sun creams and 
their importance in protecting human health. They 
carried out a practical investigation to determine 
the effectiveness of sun creams of different SPFs. 
They then used their practical results as the basis 
for discussion about the possible need to move the 
human population to another planet. Students were 
encouraged to consider factors including: the Earth 
shifting out of the Goldilocks zone, the cost of sun 
creams, the practicality of applying sun creams daily, 
the cost to the NHS if there is an increase in the 
number of people with skin cancer and the possibility 
of ozone repair.

Biology example –
Sacred Heart RC School
A Year 6 day for 36 students involved landing on an 
alien planet. The students used a dichotomous key [a 
method of classification using “either, or” questions] 
to identify the different species of microscopic alien 
life that had been discovered living in the soil on Mars 
on previous missions. The final construction activity 
that followed was to build a base out of craft straws 
on a 50cm straw tower. This would support the 
Martian Colony Base and proved to be a demanding 
activity, with many structures unable to support the 
weight of the base or falling under the gusts from a 
fan simulating the Martian storms. Finally, students 
performed simple flame tests to investigate the content 
of Martian soil to discover which soils contained 
compounds of sodium, lithium, copper and barium.

Feedback from the students and staff involved was 
very complementary and all students indicated that 
they had found the day educational and fun.

Physics example –           
High Tunstall College
Aerodynamics and drag. This Year 9 activity was 
focused on the science behind rocket design. Having 
explored aerodynamics, students applied this knowledge 
to design a rocket which could transport us to another 
planet if this was necessary in the future. They then 
made their rocket using Play-Doh and tested it by timing 
the length of time taken to travel through slime.

Physics example –           
Kennet School 
The school captured the Olympic theme by using 
air-powered rockets to improve javelin throwing. By 
measuring the angle of launch with a giant protractor 
their students and those of their partner primary 
schools were able not only to find the best angle of 
launch but also how to adjust this for a variety of wind 
conditions. With air- powered rockets capable of 
travelling 40 metres this was great fun. Sixty primary 
school pupils and 80 Year 9 pupils were involved. 
Students suggested that a faster rocket would be less 
influenced by wind so next time they will build a more 
powerful launcher in order to research how differences 
in speed at take-off, as well as launch angle, can 
influence flight.

“An unexpected impact of the project was the change 
in attitude to reading by some less able pupils, 
although our main objective of extension work for the 
most able was also achieved.”
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Physics example – 
Ralph Allen School
Year 10 triple scientists used the landing and 
movement of the Curiosity Rover as a context to 
extend and apply their learning from the topics of 
forces, motion, work and momentum. They found 
setting these principles of physics in this context to 
problem-solve “hard - but so satisfying when I’ve 
worked it out.”

Physics example –
Simon Langton Grammar 
School for boys
CERN@school gives secondary schools across 
the country the opportunity to become engaged in 
university level physics research. It also provides the 
chance to have a real piece of CERN technology, used 
in the Large Hadron Collider, in school laboratories.

CERN@school uses the same Medipix detector chip 
in the classroom to analyse radiation and investigate 
dose. This has been trialled in ten Kent schools and 
is now being trialled with schools based around 
six university partners: Kent, Southampton, Surrey, 
Sussex, Royal Holloway and Queen Mary. Students 
are currently working with the distributed computing 
network GridPP under the guidance of Professor Steve 
Lloyd. They will take LUCID and CERN@school data 
on to the grid and make analysis packages available 
to all schools via a web portal. The development of 
this kit has involved the Medipix collaboration at CERN 
and the Institute of Experimental and Applied Physics 

at the Czech Technical University in Prague. They are 
working to make many hundreds of kits available to 
schools across the UK. This would then be the start of 
a major student research collaboration. Many countries 
in Europe have expressed interest in joining such a 
collaborative project. 

In all the schools Simon Langton School worked 
with, teachers relished the prospect of using state 
of the art equipment and being able to study current 
physics developments alongside their students. It 
was a refreshing reminder for many as to why they 
loved physics initially and wanted to teach it. At the 
beginning of the project they had not anticipated that 
this would be such a significant impact.

The Langton Star Centre website: 
www.thelangtonstarcentre.org

Further ideas
Biology
NASA has many resources:
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacelife/
home/index.html

Chemistry
Cosmic chemistry lessons from the Genesis mission: 
http://genesismission.jpl.nasa.gov/educate/
scimodule/moduleoverview.html 

Physics
Use the Science Museum’s Futurecade games:
www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/
resource/5577/futurecade

www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacelife/home/index.html
http://genesismission.jpl.nasa.gov/educate/scimodule/moduleoverview.html
www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/resource/5577/futurecade
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Space as a context for 
primary science 
partnerships

Robert Smyth Academy –
annual primary science 
conference
The Market Harborough Science Academy. 

Students at Robert Smyth Academy ran after-school 
science clubs in nine of their feeder primary schools 
for two terms. The project ended with 18 teams of 
students presenting their work to a team of judges, 
including local Rotarians who funded a celebratory tea 
for all participants. The winning team was presented 
with a shield and an even better version of the science 
academy will run again next year. They decided on a 
science academy rather than a space academy but 
very many of the projects were spaced based – not 
surprising given their spacey ethos.

www.rsacademy.co.uk/?p=9079 and 

www.rsacademy.co.uk/?p=12673

Mission X project 

Ashton Community 
Science College and 
Primaries

This was a project delivered in connection with 
NASA. The aim was to engage students through 
space to lead a healthier lifestyle and to learn about 
space as they went. They worked with one primary 
school, where students had to apply for their place 
on the astronaut training scheme. The primary school 
selected 30 students and staff as well as students 
from Ashton CSC did an eight-week block of two-hour 
sessions with students. Students had their own folders 
where they collated their work and progress and prizes 
were issued at the end. A primary deputy stated that 
“there has been a huge change in student attitudes 
toward science due to the partnership work we do 
with Ashton. The profile of science in our school has 
been raised and students love it.”

Kingswinford School 
and Primaries
Approximately, 30 Year 7 students and 55 Year 6 
pupils were given the tremendous opportunity to take 
part. Their trainee astronauts’ programme included 
the completion of 16 missions in total. Some children 
were put through their paces by our Year 10 sports 
leaders, completing 11 physical fitness missions, while 
other young students were visiting to complete their 
science-based missions on healthy bodies on Earth 
and in space. A celebration presentation followed, 
alongside the transition project to present prizes and 
T-shirts to participants and winners.

http://trainlikeanastronaut.org
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Space as a context for  
design & technology

Queen Elizabeth’s 
Grammar School –
high altitude balloon
PhD students from the University of Sheffield, spoke to 
QEGS about their project to film the Earth from space 
using a weather balloon and following this they started 
work on their own balloon project. Around 30 students 
from years 7-13 attended the initial talk and continued 
with the project. 

In the first design meeting they discussed the 
engineering process, from design to test, which was 
useful for sixth form students who were applying to 
university to study engineering. Year 12 students 
asked questions about engineering careers and 
university. 

Five months later, the QEGS balloon was launched 
and after almost 3 hours it landed near Peterborough. 
It was tracked down via a GPS device onboard and 
over 2 hours of video footage, along with data from 
loggers on board was retrieved. 

This project has motivated the students, the data has 
been analysed in other lessons, careers and future 
paths have been discussed and students are now 
more ready to take on design challenges.

Further details on building your own Earth observer 
can be found at the UK High Altitude Society – 
http://ukhas.org.uk

Broadwater School – 
water rocket challenge
In June each year, the National Physical Laboratory 
holds its national water rocket competition for schools. 
Students have to design, build and test a water rocket 
and launcher to travel as great a distance as possible 
and to show development of the project and team 
working skills.

For a wealth of material on water rockets, how to 
build, records, and resources go to: 
www.npl.co.uk/educate-explore/water-rocket-challenge/
resources/water-rocket-challenge-resources

Thomas More 
Catholic School – 
rockets
One partnership primary school wanted to develop its 
rocket making capabilities but was unsure of how to 
proceed. Two members of Thomas More staff spent 
a day at the partnership school making and launching 
rockets for Year 4 students. They worked with two 
members of the DT department and by the end of the 
day they were capable of running rocket clubs and 
primary rocket days for themselves, increasing STEM 
awareness at more primary schools.

Further ideas
Conduct a rocket design project within the CREST 
award scheme:
www.britishscienceassociation.org/crest-awards

Food technology and nutrition for space journeys: 
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacelife/
topics/spacefood/index.html

Textiles for futuristic fashion design, lesson 3 of: 
http://texas4-h.tamu.edu/project_clothing

NASA – a clickable spacesuit:
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacesuits/
home/clickable_suit.html

www.npl.co.uk/educate-explore/water-rocket-challenge/resources/water-rocket-challenge-resources
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacelife/topics/spacefood/index.html
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/spacesuits/home/clickable_suit.html
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Space as a context for 
mathematics

High Tunstall College – 
scale model solar system
This session explored the size of the solar system. 
Students used information in a video to record the 
scale of planets and the distances between them; 
this was then modelled on the school field using 
scaled objects and distances. The activity encouraged 
students to think about other possible homes for us 
within the solar system and demonstrated that some 
planets are too far away to travel to, thus limiting 
our choice of possibilities. Students also discussed 
conditions on other planets due to their distances 
from the sun, making students aware of inhospitable 
conditions that humans would face.

www.exploratorium.edu/ronh/solar_system

Many of the LSEP schools have used the mathematics 
of kinematics - from basic speed-distance-time 
calculations to A level standard modelling projectiles.

Further ideas
Download Mathtrax from NASA and investigate 
graphing with sound as well as visuals:
http://prime.jsc.nasa.gov/mathtrax/index.html

Data analysis of solar wind information obtained by the 
Genesis spacecraft, lots of planned resources:
http://genesismission.jpl.nasa.gov/educate/
scimodule/data/index_data.html

Drawing orbits, an activity from the Royal Observatory 
Greenwich:
www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/
resource/7341/drawing-orbits

Use Geogebra to model motion, projectiles and 
gravitational fields. Science Learning Centre links: 
http://slclondon.org.uk/files/SASP/

Space as a context for 
geography

High Tunstall College – 
tsunamis and earthquakes
In this session, students explored the number of 
tsunamis and earthquakes in the world - per week and 
year. They examined how the early warning systems 
(to evacuate and tell people when a volcano and 
earthquake may occur) are used and how they have 
developed. The practical activity required students 
to examine the best structure to use when designing 
earthquake proof buildings. 

Students considered if the unpredictable nature and 
number of tsunamis and earthquakes is a reason for 
seeking an alternative home in the future.

www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.
php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/
cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml

Simon Langton Grammar 
School for boys –  
geological radiation
The school is now developing the work further to 
correlate data readings from space with those on 
Earth and those from Earth with underlying geological 
features and space in order to look at the relative 
contributions to background radiation.

Further ideas
ESA ‘s observing the Earth page:
www.esa.int/esaEO/index.html

Geography and space resources:
www.missiongeography.org/revcrit.htm

http://genesismission.jpl.nasa.gov/educate/scimodule/data/index_data.html
www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/resource/7341/drawing-orbits
www.teachengineering.org/view_activity.php?url=collection/cub_/activities/cub_seismicw/cub_seismicw_lesson01_activity1.xml
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Space as a context for 
ICT and computing

Simon Langton Grammar 
School for – 
app development
One brilliant output has been a student’s work in 
making an app for radiation in space. Such is the 
quality of his coding that he has been asked to present 
his work to an international conference at CERN. With 
inspirational students like this the project continues to 
expand, with more and more students following up 
particular aspects.  
www.thelangton.org.uk/images/newspapers/
langton.pdf

http://bcove.me/8pdxz5bs Channel 4 news [1min in]

Wood Green Academy – 
robotics
The school conducted an after-school session on 
robotics for 14-16 year old students (KS4). The 
students showed great enthusiasm and dexterous 
skills during the robotic arm workshop. This has had a 
positive impact on students’ attitude to the sciences.

Lego Mindstorms projects:
www.nxtprograms.com/index.html 

“This year we have not had a single student drop 
out of AS Physics as compared to our cohorts in the 
previous years.”

High Tunstall College – 
animation, databases and 
spreadsheets
The space theme has been used by the creative arts 
faculty, who have used the idea of alien life forms to 
develop the students’ use of animation. ICT has also 
used the theme of space in developing a scheme of 
work linked to the use of databases and spreadsheets.

Broadwater school – 
iPods and stargazing
Guest speaker Sheila Kanani, a PhD student 
from Mullard Space Science Laboratory, gave an 
inspirational and captivating presentation on the solar 
system and  beyond. After her 45-minute talk, guests 
were treated to hands-on activities led by Surrey 
Satellite Technology Ltd. SSTL kindly brought in some 
unique artefacts that had actually been into space and 
guests were allowed to handle these. They also make 
model satellites with the younger members of the 
audience. 

There were other interactive activities, including 
iPod apps which were used to track stars. Laptops 
were available to carry out activities on the BBC 
Stargazing website. Outside, experts from SpaceLink 
showed eager participants how to use Sky–Watcher 
telescopes; despite the clouds a good view of the 
moon was captured.
www.broadwater.surrey.sch.uk/photo_album/
Stargazing%20Live.pdf

Further ideas
Look at the Apple apps review by Holy Cross school: 
Resource - Holy Cross - iPad apps review

Give programming a try with the easiest game to 
design – lunar lander:
Scratch lunar lander example
http://scratched.media.mit.edu/resources/
extreme-environments-building-simple-lunar-
lander 

http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/illusionist/210916

Greenfoot lunar lander example IMAGEgreenfoot lunar 
lander
www.greenfoot.org/scenarios/1887  

Mission to mars lander videos:
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/videos/
index.cfm?v=46 

http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/videos/
index.cfm?v=49

Robotic telescopes for schools to use:
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/stargazinglive/
telescopeprojects.shtml 

www.thelangton.org.uk/images/newspapers/langton.pdf
www.broadwater.surrey.sch.uk/photo_album/Stargazing%20Live.pdf
http://scratched.media.mit.edu/resources/extreme-environments-building-simple-lunar-lander
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/videos/index.cfm?v=46
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/videos/index.cfm?v=49
www.bbc.co.uk/schools/teachers/stargazinglive/telescopeprojects.shtml
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Space as an inspirational 
whole school theme
“Staff from areas other than science are now using
the theme of space as a context for learning. 
A Transforming Learning team has been planning 
cross curricular activities which will form part of 
a Space themed week which will culminate in a 
community event”.
Teacher, High Tunstall College.

Ralph Allen School – 
science week
The school is moving to a new faculty structure and 
as a step towards working across departments in 
preparation for a more whole curriculum approach, 
this year’s science week was themed around space. 
Suggestions were given to all departments as to how 
they could link their lessons, on a variety of levels, to all 
aspects of space. This ranged from the artistic beauty 
of the images produced by the telescopes of the 
cosmos to the mathematical beauty of elliptical orbits.

The awareness of science week and the importance 
of space was introduced by two star guests – Buzz 
Lightyear (space fiction) and Helen Sharman (space 
fact). Well, not the real thing, but having two members 
of staff walking around school and teaching lessons in 
fancy dress certainly caught the students interest.
This generated many discussions in and out of class, 
even beyond science week, about what is happening 
in today’s exploration of space. The students 
(particularly 14-18, KS4/5) now have an awareness of 
the opportunities the UK space industry offers.

The impact was right across the school. Many staff 
used a space theme or idea for lessons and this has 
helped lay the foundation for other cross-curricular 

events in the future. It was noted how the students 
really engaged with the space theme and also how 
they could see links between curriculum areas. As 
part of the new faculty structure, this will become 
increasingly important as the school explores new 
ways of collaborating across the curriculum. Students, 
staff and parents were fascinated by the moon rocks 
loaned to us by the STFC.

Further ideas
Use the ESERO resources on the national STEM 
centre’s eLibrary: 
www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/
collection/113/esero-uk 

Space as an opportunity for 
student leadership 

Kingswinford School – 
sports leaders
The school participated in an international Mission 
X - Train like an Astronaut programme. This 
was developed by NASA scientists and fitness 
professionals working directly with astronauts and 
space agencies in the UK, Europe and across the 
world. The programme uses the excitement of space 
exploration to challenge, inspire and educate children 
to set physical fitness and science goals, practise 
physical fitness activities and explore healthy nutrition. 
Approximately 30 Year 7 students and 55 Year 6 pupils 
from two primary schools were given this tremendous 
opportunity to take part. Our trainee astronauts’ 
programme includes the completion of 16 missions 
in total. Some children were put through their paces 
by our Year 10 sports leaders, completing 11 physical 
fitness missions.

The Long Eaton School – 
BBC school report
Long Eaton used the opening of their new observatory 
as a the basis of the students’ BBC school report:
www.longeaton.derbyshire.sch.uk/report

www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/collection/113/esero-uk
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Sackville School –
@stroclub
The school used their Mission to Mars day with Year 
7 as a way of launching @stroclub, a weekly space 
club are run for 11-13 year old students. Those who 
graduated in Year 7 became Space Ambassadors, 
with perks and privileges included.

@stroclub is deliberately not an astronomy club. The 
weekly lunchtime meetings are run for 11-13 students 
interested in anything and everything to do with 
space, not just astronomy. It certainly helps to have 
a member of staff who is a “space geek” to run the 
sessions, but it isn’t essential, as our experience tells 
us that students will readily generate their own ideas 
for activities. A decision was made to run fortnightly 
sessions this year, separating girls and boys and 
therefore allowing the sessions to be tailored to suit 
the students’ tastes more. This has led to an increased 
uptake by girls.

Activities are varied. As well as the ever popular water 
and compressed air rockets, students also examine 
moon rock, investigate crater formation, make galaxy 
splatter paintings and chocolate constellations, model 
black holes – anything related to space that engages 
them and leads to a wider discussion. An attendance 
register is kept, with all attendees being rewarded with 
a special @stroclub merit.

Towards the end of Year 7, those who have frequently 
attended are invited to become Sackville Space 
Ambassadors. Parents attend an end of year awards 
evening to see their children presented with Space 
Ambassador badges, which they attach to their uniform 
or bag. Their role then changes with the move to Year 8. 
They now supervise the new Year 7 students and lead 
some sessions themselves in areas of particular interest. 
When a visiting speaker arrives, they are greeted by 
a Space Ambassador and all ambassadors have 
reserved places on science trips. They are also granted 
a guaranteed place in the GCSE astronomy class that 
runs in year 9 and which is often oversubscribed.

The impact of the Space Ambassador programme has 
been to capture students’ enthusiasm and nurture it, 
encouraging them to develop their interest so they have 
every opportunity to become the space engineers of 
the future. It has given us more opportunities for student 
engagement, leading to positive feedback and a sense 
of community – excellent for Ofsted!

www.sackville.w-sussex.sch.uk/
leadingspaceeducation/astroclub.html

Further ideas
Use the BTEC level 1 or 2 STEM leadership 
qualification with a space theme:
www.personalcapabilities.co.uk/slq

www.sackville.w-sussex.sch.uk/leadingspaceeducation/astroclub.html
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Space as a theme for wider 
partnerships: internationally, 
with higher education, the 
space industry and careers

Kingswinford School – 
Astroschool
The school was invited to participate in a pilot project 
funded by the Science and Technology Facilities 
Council and run by the Faulkes Telescope project 
and National Schools Observatory. The project allows 
access to professional astronomers, supports the 
space aspects of the science curriculum, increases 
collaboration between STEM subject teachers and 
focuses on using astronomy as a tool to enhance 
other areas of teaching.  Other benefits include the 
sharing of good practice amongst teachers of different 
schools and providing workshops to students who 
may not normally lean towards traditional scientific 
thinking, which will help them take a greater interest in 
science as a whole.

Ralph Allen School – 
Community STEM
To extend and improve STEM profile within school and 
the wider community, a second STEM evening was 
planned and held in January, building on the previous 
year’s feedback and the new ideas and enthusiasm for 
linking space and space technology to learning both in 
and outside the classroom.

As an additional feature, the event was planned to 
coincide with the BBC’s Stargazing Live event.
More than 50 families attended the event, drawn 
from both families connected with the school and the 
wider community. A level students assisted and also 
attended, making use of the exhibitors and information 
available on STEM careers, work experience and 
apprenticeships.

The strong theme of the evening was supported by 
industry links and partners and was of clear interest 
and relevance to students of all ages. The interest that 
the astronomy aspect has generated has been so 
strong that plans are now in place to enable a small 

cohort of Year 9 and 10 students to study GCSE 
astronomy next year - to extend and challenge them. 
The fantastic success of the event and the positive 
feedback that was received will mean that this event 
will hopefully be repeated annually.  

Quoted Comments of feedback from the event:

“Great fun and it makes science 

interesting”

“Practical activities really helped”

“Interactive evening enthused our 

kids and we learnt a lot too”

“Seeing Jupiter for real was so 

amazing”

“My son loved the robotics”

“Stargazing was sensational”

“My daughter was inspired”

“Great example of what Ralph Allen 

does well”

Sackville School – 
yes, you can be a space 
engineer when you leave 
school!
Whilst few would argue that students feel inspired by 
the notion of being an astronaut, few consider other 
careers in the space industry and even fewer think this 
a realistic option. Sackville School were determined to 
change this. After all, the UK is a world leader in many 
areas of space science and exploration. By targeting 
careers advice and working with a local University, 
they changed the opinions and aspirations of Year 12 
students who are about to decide on degree courses. 
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The approach was very simple. A dedicated 
30-minute careers session addressing many 
of the key issues:

What role does the UK place in space? What skills 
and qualifications are required for careers in these 
areas? How many jobs are available, and what is the 
pay like? This was timed to be delivered before a trip 
to Sussex University for an AS level physics workshop. 
The school asked the course tutors to add a space 
flavour and they happily obliged, pointing out space-
related applications to the tasks and even delivering 
a presentation by a professional astronomer. It’s 
important to remember that universities have a vested 
interest in enthusing Year 12s – they are potentially 
recruiting students for their courses. There was even a 
session planned to observe the sun at hydrogen-alpha 
wavelengths, with a professional astronomer on hand 
to explain. Unfortunately, the weather didn’t oblige.

After the university session, tutors returned to see how 
their opinions and aspirations had changed. Collecting 

this data helped to measure impact but also allowed 
the opportunity to target information about open days, 
courses and other opportunities to those who had 
expressed interest. This intervention also provided 
a reference point in future lessons, not allowing the 
students to forget what a successful career in space 
science or astronomy could await them.

Closer links with the university has not only benefited 
students, but staff too. For example, engaging with 
colleagues at FE level in workshops, special events 
or for careers advice is great CPD, both for subject 
knowledge and to allow them to guide students in their 
choices throughout their school years.

The effectiveness of the intervention has encouraged 
Sackville School to extend this to other areas outside 
space education, for example in chemistry where 
similar skill shortages need to be addressed.
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Long Eaton School – 
Community stargazing 
and Art
In January the school held a series of Stargazing Live 
events to coincide with the grand opening of their 
newly built observatory. The events were open to 
students and the local community and there was a 
fantastic turn out as well as clear skies for three nights 
in a row. 

Expert speakers delivered talks on a range of space 
topics, including the moon and astrobiology. Students 
and visitors were also able to visit an exhibition that 
included an impressive collection of meteorites and 
were able to observe the night sky in the observatory, 
with the planet Jupiter being the highlight.

Many of the staff who attended the Stargazing Live 
events had not been involved in space activities 
previously. Some of these staff members have opted 
for further training in the use of the observatory so that 
they can run activities with students.

Stargazing Live had an impact across the different 
curriculum areas, including science, technology, 
maths, art, English and geology. They have seen a 
very successful post-16 art project to coincide with 
Stargazing Live. See the students’ artwork here: 
http://mpole2011.wordpress.com/2012/01/27/the-
observatory-art-project

Long Eaton School have seen an increase in the 
uptake of A level Physics. In September they have 10 

more students opting for AS level Physics than in the 
previous year. They have also more than doubled the 
number of students opting for GCSE Astronomy.

Tudor Grange Academy – 
PGCE workshops
The school has been working with the lecturers at 
Newman University here in Birmingham to create their 
second teacher training workshop. The workshop 
ran in July 2012 and was delivered by Newman 
University and ourselves. This gave PGCE students 
an introduction to astronomy, followed by a workshop 
on ways to use inspiring educational activities to 
help teach space science throughout the secondary 
curriculum. The event was a huge success and plans 
are already in place to deliver the same workshop on 
more than one occasion next academic year.

Further ideas
The STFC can support teachers, see
www.stfc.ac.uk/Public%20and%20Schools/14471.
aspx 

A list of speakers can be found on the Royal 
Astronomical Society website:
www.ras.org.uk/education-and-careers/for-
schools-and-teachers/1834-list-of-school-
speakers

Videoconference with NASA live: www.nasa.gov/
audience/foreducators/teachingfromspace/
students/index.html 

http://mpole2011.wordpress.com/2012/01/27/the-observatory-art-project
www.stfc.ac.uk/Public%20and%20Schools/14471.aspx
www.ras.org.uk/education-and-careers/for-schools-and-teachers/1834-list-of-school-speakers
www.nasa.gov/audience/foreducators/teachingfromspace/students/index.html
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Further information

For inspiring resources and helpful guidance in using the context of space to enrich the teaching and learning of 
STEM and other subjects please visit the websites listed below: 

European Space Education Resource Office (QR Code 1 below): www.esero.org.uk

National Space Academy: www.nationalspaceacademy.org

European Space Agency: www.esa.int/ESA

Science and Technology Facilities Council (QR Code 2 below): www.stfc.ac.uk 

Royal Astronomical Society: www.ras.org.uk

UK Space Agency (QR Code 3 below): www.bis.gov.uk/ukspaceagency

Institute of Physics: www.iop.org

More detailed case studies and exemplar material from 
the LSEP are available at: 
SSAT website: www.ssatuk.co.uk

National STEM Centre eLibrary: www.nationalstemcentre.org.uk/elibrary/collection/1645/leading-space-
education-programme

Space context, resources for enriching teaching and learning of STEM subjects on the National STEM Centre 
eLibrary: http://stem.org.uk/cx5k

“Teachers are now becoming more confident at working in a cross curricular way and this 
has allowed the Space theme to integrate into a range of subjects.”

SSAT
5th Floor, 142 Central Street
London, EC1V 8AR
Phone: 0207 8022300
Email: info@ssatuk.co.uk
www.ssatuk.co.uk
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